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Background

v The Nitrogen-fixing symbioses between rhizobia and legumes are some of the 
most well studied interactions to date. The first step in this symbiosis is the 
colonization of the rhizosphere and subsequently the roots of the host legume

v Insertion sequencing (INSeq) is a technique used to study the essentiality of 
bacterial genes during growth in defined conditions (Goodman et al., 2009) 

v This technique has previously been used to study gene fitness of Rhizobium
leguminosarum in a range of growth conditions (Perry and Yost, 2014; 
Wheatley et al., 2017)

v Here we show the application of this technique to study the rhizosphere and 
root colonization of rice by the diazotrophic Azorhizobium caulinodans

v This is the first step in being able to manipulate bacterial root colonization to 
our advantage
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Summary and Conclusion
v We have shown the application of insertion sequencing to identify fitness determinants in A. caulinodans ORS571 during the colonization of the rice rhizosphere
v ORS571 has a core functional genome made up of 574 genes
v INSeq has highlighted several pathways critical to the growth of ORS571 in the rhizosphere
v The conversion of propionate to succinate is a key step for energy production, indicating that propionate is a key carbon source in the rhizosphere
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Rhizosphere v Rice grown in vermiculite supplemented 
with nutrients

v Rice was gr own for 10 days before 
inoculation with A. caulinodans

v Bacteria isolated after a further 5 days of 
growth

v Attached fraction contains endophytic and 
root attached bacteria

v Root associated fraction contains bacteria 
not attached to the root surfaces

v A free-living fraction grown in minimal 
media acted as a control
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2 - Root growth Fractions 

3 - Growth in the rhizosphere of Rice

4 - Number of required for ORS571 growth

Ø Amplification of A. caulinodans ORS571 in the 
rhizosphere of rice

Ø Growth impaired genes for A. caulinodans growth, 
as identified by INSeq
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5 - Propionate is required for rhizosphere growth and root colonization
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Ø Genes putatively associated with propionate metabolism were 
highlighted as essential for growth in rhizosphere

Ø A. caulinodans can utilize propionate as a sole carbon source 
(Dreyfus et al.,1988)

Ø Propionate is possibly a key carbon source in the rice rhizosphere

Ø INSeq indicates that during rhizosphere growth the conversion of 
propionate into succinate is required for successful rhizosphere 
colonization
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Gene Product
AZC_RS09195 methylmalonyl-CoA mutase
AZC_RS09200 methylmalonyl-CoA mutase
AZC_RS09205 acetyl-CoA carboxylase
AZC_RS09210 methylmalonyl-CoA carboxyltransferase
AZC_RS20590 succinate--CoA ligase subunit alpha
AZC_RS20595 succinate--CoA ligase subunit beta
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